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0. INTRODUCTION 
If Z is a Harish-Chandra module for a real reductive connected matrix 
group GR, or a module in category D’ (Section 1 ), and Z has, integral 
regular infinitesimal character, then under some conditions, Z corresponds 
to a so-called, mixed perverse sheaf F on a flag variety over a field of 
positive characteristic F,. In this paper we exploit this fact to compute the 
socle (or co-socle) filtration of some induced modules in several situations. 
For this purpose we attach to each principal series module a certain 
invariant, its graded character, which turns out to be well defined on 
isomorphism classes and, unlike the Harish-Chandra character, seems to 
distinguish the isomorphism classes. This invariant is the key to computing 
socle filtrations in all the cases in which we are able to do it and leads to a 
general conjecture in Section 5 which ought to parametrize isomorphism 
classes of principal series modules (this conjecture is proved for R-split 
groups in Section 5). 
The correspondence that has been mentioned above, between certain Lie 
algebra modules and mixed persverse sheaves, uses a dictionary, which was 
needed in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan conjecture [S], involv- 
ing three steps: first, localization [4], by virtue of which Z becomes a 
D-module on the flag variety of a complex group G containing Gu. The 
second step is the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence transforming the above 
D-module into a perverse complex of sheaves (in short, a perverse sheaf). 
Finally, the techniques of reduction to positive characteristic, explained 
very well in Section 6 of [3]. which attach to F a Q,-perverse sheaf over a 
flag variety .%q over F, (the held with q elements), for infinitely many q’s. 
Here we think of the flag variety @q as identified with its F, points F, an 
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algebraic closure of F,,). The variety 99q has a new structure which is not 
present in B, namely its Frobenius action. As a consequence we can also 
define Frobenius actions on sheaves over it and this gives rise to a new 
category, whose objects, perverse sheaves with Frobenius actions, are 
called mixed perverse sheaves, when some technical conditions are satisfied 
(see (2.2)). As in [3] if F is a perverse sheaf with a mixed Frobenius action, 
F acquires a liltration with semisimple subquotients 
F, c F, c F, c . . . 
(a Gabber weight filtration of F). Using this dictionary once more in the 
opposite direction, it turns out that if Z corresponds to F, under the 
dictionary, Z also acquires a filtration with semisimple subquotients 
Of w,zc w,zc w,zc... 
Such a filtration of Z with semisimple subquotients will be called an 
F,-weight filtration of Z and the corresponding graded character will be 
denoted Q wZ = 1 u’@( WjZ/ W, , Z). We first address two natural 
questions: What are the possible filtrations that arise in this way? When 
are they unique? We additionally require that the answers be given in 
representation theoretic terms. Solutions to these kind of problems will be 
useful in studying principal series modules. Our main results on principal 
series modules, connected with the determination of their socle filtration 
and their isomorphism classes, are in (0.2), (0.3), and (4.5) leading to the 
conjecture at the end of Section 5. 
In this paper we try to answer these questions comparing weight 
filtrations with two naive increasing filtrations of Z, the socle and the 
co-socle filtrations, denoted respectively { S;Z, i = 0, I, . . . . } and { RiZ, 
i = 0, - 1) . . . . ). In fact Theorem (0.1) only answers these questions com- 
pletely in these terms when Z has either a unique irreducible quotient (or 
submodule) or when the maximal semisimple quotient (or submodule) has 
constitutents that occur with multiplicity one in Z. In general we have the 
weaker statement (2.24(a)). 
The first application (4.5) of our results is the computation of the socle 
filtration of any induced-from-discrete-series r presentation, with integral 
regular infinitesimal chaaracter, containing a unique irreducible submodule. 
Such representations appear, for example, in the Langlands classification. 
In general, when the socle is not irreducible, the situation is as follows: 
given such an induced representation Z, corollary (4.4) (obtained jointly 
with Collingwood in [S]) gives a lower estimate for its socle. The socle 
filtration of Z coincides with the weight filtration and can be computed 
only when this estimate is fulfilled (see (0.2)). A similar situation occurs 
with the co-socle filtration but we have omitted this discussion. A different 
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application of our results is (4.5(d) derived from the uniqueness tatement 
of (0.2). This could lead to a parametrization of isomorphism classes of 
principal series modules, using the graded objects 6, of Section 4 as 
parameters (see the conjecture at the end of Section 5). For split groups we 
have (0.3 ). 
In Section 2 (2.19) and (2.20), we define the relative co-socle ~ltration 
(@Z) of a Lie algebra module 2 with respect o compatible submodules 
x * , *-a, A’, which span Z. This is constructed exclusively in terms of the co- 
socle filtrations of Xi, . . . . X, and depends only on the modules A’, if Z is 
inde~omposable. For example, the co-socle filtration is a relative co-socle 
filtration with respect o X, = 2, m = 1. 
In the following theorem, the term Harish-Chandra module refers to a 
compatible (9, K)-module with finite K-multiplicities [ 111. Here K is a sub- 
group of a complex reductive Lie group G, complexilication of a maximal 
compact subgroup Kn GR of gR. The term category O’ module refers to a 
g-module of finite length where the nilradical of a fixed Bore1 subalgebra 
acts locally nilpotently. The in~njtesimal character of all our modules is 
always assumed to be integral regular with the center of the enveloping 
algebra acting by scalars. 
(0.1) THEOREM. Let Z be an inde&omposable ~ari.~h-Chandra or 
category 5’ module with integral regular in~nite.~ima~ character. 
(a) Under the assumption that Z has a unique reducible submodule, the 
socle filtration of Z equals any F,-weight filtration of Z. If instead Z has a 
unique irreducible quotient then any weight filtration of Z equals the co-socle 
filtration of 2. 
(b) Under the assumption that the maximal semis~mple quotient 
t(Z) = top Z of Z or the socfe of Z has constituents with multiplicity one in 
Z, if Z has an F,-weight filtration ( W,Z 1, then this weight filtration is 
unique and independent of F, (described explicitly in (2.23) as a relative 
co-sock filtration). 
(c) For Z arbitrary any F,-weight titration is a relative co-socle 
filrration. 
In [S] D. Collingwood and the author computed weight filtrations for 
an arbitrary induced module Ind$(Z), when Z is irreducible and the 
module has regular integral infinitesimal character. (See Section 3 for 
notation). The existence of weight filtrations for these induced modules was 
obtaining using a construction of Bernstein, and an example was shown 
where the socle filtration of some Indg(Z) differed from the given weight 
filtration. In this paper we show that these F,-weight filtrations on induced 
modules are unique and thus independent of Bernstein’s construction; in 
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particular, with the notation of Section 3 and (4.1), if for all r, 6, # +u’c~~., 
Indz(Z,) is not isomorphic to Ind$(Z,.). This fact may lead to a 
classification of isomorphism classes of principal series modules if 
6,,, = fu’6,, turns out to imply that the corresponding modules are 
isomorphic, say for P minimal parabolic. In the meantime, if two induced 
representations have the same graded character, we will say that they are 
weakly isomorphic. From here on G is considered to be group defined over 
a finite extension of Q, and gq is endowed with a fixed F,-rational 
structure. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we show 
(0.2) THEOREM. Let Z be a Harish-Chandru module; assume that Z has 
integral reguar infinitesimal character and that it is induced from an 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module of a real parabolic subgroup of CR. Then 
Z is indecomposable, has exact1.v one F,-weight filtration which corresponds 
to a relative co-socle filtration, and has exactly one graded character Q W( Z) 
(computed in [5]). This graded character is independent of F,. Moreover, if 
Z is induced-from-discrete series, and the socle of Z fulfills the lower 
estimate of (4.4), then uny weight filtration of Z coincides with the socle 
fJtration. 
The uniqueness part of (0.2) can be reduced to a representation theory 
statement in characteristic zero, namely that (for Z irreducible) 
dim Hom(Indg(Z), Indg(Z)) = 1. 
This result is shown using representation theory in Section 3; in particular, 
only the methods of Vogan’s work in [9] are needed. This result is by itself 
interesting, and in this context of weight filtrations it is crucial for the pur- 
pose of making the graded characters 6,, defined on isomorphism classes of 
principal series modules. One should note, however, that the proof of (0.2) 
provided here does not show that the F,-weight filtrations of an induced- 
from-irreducible module is independent of “Fy”. This independence of “Fy” 
was recently proved by the author after this work was linished and will 
appear in a sequel paper. 
The Case of U-Split Groups 
We will follow again the notation (not yet introduced) of Sections 1 and 
3, denoting by {Ind$(Z,), OE Wm}, certain family of induced represen- 
tations parametrized by WE w”, the Weyl group of G. We assume CR is 
R-split, Z is irreducible, P,, is a Bore1 subgroup of G,. Recall a few lines 
above that given o, O’E w”, Indz(Z,) is weakly isomorphic to Indz(Z:,) if 
8, Indg(Z,) = 8, Indg(Z:,,). In Section 5, the weak isomorphism classes 
of principal series module are explicitly determined for R-split groups and 
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shown to coincide with the isomorphism classes. Let x be the character of 
the component group H/p of the split Cartan subgroup H of G,, which 
corresponds to Z. We will define a subgroup W(x) of I+“” generated by all 
the simple reflections s of the coxeter pair ( IV”, S) such that s 4 r(6,) [7], 
the t-invariant of the K-equivariant line bundle 6, on the open K-orbit of 
D determined by x. Our main result for R-split groups is 
(0.3) THEOREM. Let G, he R-split, P, a Bore1 subgroup qf CR, Z 
irreducible. With the notation as above with x = x(Z) a character of H/Ho, 
the isomorphi.vm classes of the principal series modules in the farniB 
( Indg(Z,,,), UJ E Wm} are parametrized by Wm/ W(x). 
(See Section 5 for its proof.) 
(0.4) Caution. On each Z,, the action of Kn H= T may be different. 
The character 3: of B/p is, strictly speaking, the character corresponding 
to z,. This is necessary to guarantee that { Ind$(Z,,): w E W}, is stable, so 
to speak. under the coherent continuation action of W. For details see 
Section 3. 
For the benefit of some readers, we now sketch the main argument in 
our proof of (0.1) for the case of a module of length two, in representation 
theoretic terms. Let 0 + A --+X -+ B-+ 0 be an extension, with trivial 
infinitesimal character, of two irreducible modules A, B (Harish-Chandra 
or category 6 modules). For each n, the nilradical of a Borcl subalgebra. 
we denote by H,(n, )0 the O-weight space of H,(n, ) (n-homology). Using 
the interpretation of these homology groups as stalks of the perverse sheaf 
associated to X, and a stalk-wise purity result, we can reduce the proof to 
the following statement in characteristic zero: there is a Lie algebra n such 
that, in the long exact sequence in n-homology attached to either 
O-+A+X+B-+O or O+B*-+X*-+A*+O (X* the contragredient 
module), one of the connecting maps H, + ,(n, B), -+ H,(n, A), or 
H,, ,(II, A*)“+ H,(n, B*), is non-zero. This statement is hidden in (1.9), 
and allows us to relate the Frobenius weights of a perverse sheaf associated 
to B to one associated to A, showing that the weights differ by I. 
Although this paper concerns weight filtrations of perverse sheaves many 
of the arguments are representation-theoretic, notably those in Section 3 
and Section 5, and do not require knowledge of D-modules or perverse 
sheaves. Our indecomposability results in Section 3 on which the uni- 
queness statement in (0.2) hinges actually belong to the era of [9], as 
observed by the referee. Similarly the result of split groups can be derived 
using the methods of [9]. (This was discovered by the author after the 
paper was finished.) The presentation given here of these results is still 
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justified by the fact that it naturally leads to our conjecture at the end of 
Section 5. 
(0.5) Nofe. As this manuscript was being finished the author learned of 
a result of Beiiinson and Ginsburg [2] in the case of category o that leads 
to a statement analogous to (0.1)(a). The Beiiinson-Ginsburg work is in 
the context of Saito’s theory of mixed Hodge modies, and the case of 
Harish--Chandra modules was left as a conjecture. Our result (0.1) instead 
is a very formal consequence of methods used in the proof of the 
Kazhdan Lusztig-Vogan conjecture, and applies to both categories. The 
only “deep” ingredient being used, aside from the dictionary described 
above, is the “stalk-wise purity” of certain intersection cohomoiogy 
complexes which is due to Lusztig Vogan [7] and Kazhdan-Lusztig [ 131. 
The author also learned of a result of Irving [6], proving that for a 
Verma module the socie filtration coincides with the weight filtration, by 
using the semisimplicity of U,. Barbasch proved the same result but with 
the assumption of the Jantzen conjecture [I]. I thank D. Coilingwood for 
certain conversations that led to a weaker version (3.3) of (0.2). Section 3 
owes a lot to him. Theorem (3.13) was simultaneously obtained by 
D. Miiicic for induced-from-discrete series modules, using different 
D-module techniques. The author also thanks the referee for many useful 
comments. 
1. DEFINITIONS ANII NOTATION 
Let G denote a reductive algebraic group, which will be implicitly iden- 
tified with its complex points; we assume that G is defined over a finite 
extension E of Q, Fix 0 an involution of G, also defined over E, and K a 
subgroup of G with finite index in the fixed points of e. 
Let GR be a subgroup of G, with finite index in the real points of G, and 
assume K to be the compiexi~cation of a maximal compact subgroup I(, of 
G,. Denote as before by 9 the Lie algebra of G and by W the (abstract) 
Weyi group of 9. The flag variety of G is denoted ~8. In the case when we 
deal with the category o’, we fix instead of K, a unipotent nilradical of a 
Borei subgroup of G. Since some of our results hold in the two categories 
we will denote by H either the group K or N. 
Fix an abstract Cartan subalgebra I, and abstract positive system Ai . 
This allows us to consider an abstract antidominant regular weight jL, the 
intinitesimai character of all our modules. The category of Harish-Chandra 
modules with in~nitesimai character I is then denoted .X9?; and similarly 
0: refers to modules in category IS’. 
Category 6~;. here consists of g-modules of finite length where the Lie 
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algebra of N acts locally nilpotently and no further restriction is imposed 
on the action of a Cartan subalgebra I compatible with N. 
Given Z in 29;. or ~1. the object Res(Z) will denote a K-module (or 
l-module) obtained by restricting Z to K or 1. 
Recall that the irreducible modules in ~V-59; or 0: can be parametrized as 
follows [7]. We let 
9”= {Co, i’), (, is an H-orbit in d and ; is an H-equivariant line bundle 
with flat connection on h). 
To each 6 = (0. ; ) E 9” corresponds an irreducible module ji6 in 318%;; 
and a standard module I[,, containing I?,, as unique irreducible quotient. 
Similarly in the category o,,. 
In the case of X$5;, given 6 = (6.7)~ 9, one can choose a Bore1 sub- 
group of G, B, corresponding to XE O, such that B,, contains a Q-stable 
Cartan subgroup L,, complexifkation of a real Cartan subgroup of G,. 
On the level of Lie algebras, b, = I, + n, and we may consider homology 
groups H,( n ~, ji6). Set T, = K n H, and let Tq be the connected component 
of the identity. Then each H,(n,, E,() is a compatible semisimple (I,. TX)- 
module (by Casselman-Osborne). 
Let i., denote the n,-antidominant weight in L: corresponding to the 
infinitesimal character i. Set d= codim U. then we define 
the i., weight space of HJn,, ti6) is a one-dimensional vector space with an 
action x of T,/Tt. The pair (H(fh), x) determines the line bundle 7 since 
T,/Ty can be identified with K,/q, K, the isotropy group of the K action 
at the point x E 6. 
(1.1) DEFINITIOY. For any semisimple module Z = A 8 ... 0 A = 
7i3@...@Xd, we set 
H(Z) = H<,(II,. Z),$ 
As pointed out above, this T,/Tt-module determines Z. 
2. WEIGHT FILTRATIONS 
In this section we show that the socle and weight filtrations of certain 
perverse sheaves coincide. We let X be a projective variety over k, an 
algebraic closure of F,,, and assume that X is defined over F,. Let H be an 
algebraic group, also defined over F,, which acts on X with finitely many 
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orbits. Let ( be a prime number / # 2 and prime to q. Consider the 
category .9(X, H) of perverse Qrsheaves on X with an H-action (with 
Deligne’s convention so that 0, [dim X] is perverse). For the cases in 
which we are interested, H is either the unipotent radical of a Bore1 sub- 
group of G (case of 0;) or H is the group obtained by base change to 
positive characteristic from the group K introduced in Section 0. The pro- 
jective variety X is the flag variety ti,, of G,. Recall that all the H-orbits in 
X are afinely imbedded in the two cases we are studying. Also recalt that 
for each XE X. The isotropy group H, divided by the identity component 
fift is finite and abelian. This is guaranteed in our two main cases of study 
by our hypothesis on the groups G,, K. The following are important facts 
to keep in mind about the category .9(X, H): 
(a) .7(X, H) is an abelian category [3]. 
(b) .9(X, H) has a duality operation given by Verdier duality. 
(c) In the case of ,#KL or I,, the n-homology group H,,(n,, 75,,);,, 
corresponds to the stalk over .TE :# of the perverse sheaf attached to 
n, under Beilinson Bernstein localization and the Riemann-Hilbert 
correspondence [IO]. 
By (c) the use of the TV-homology groups to define the finite dimensional 
vector space H(lr,@-.-@1i,) attached to @I?~ in (1.1) can be substituted 
by the following: If F= A 0 ..-a A with A irreducible supported on the 
closure of an H-orbit e. we let as before d = codim lr and pick .K E n. Define 
now (in .9(X, H)) 
H(A@-..@A)=P’(F), 
which is a finite dimensional 0, vector space. This vector space together 
with the action of H,/e determines A 0 ... 0 A. One can be more precise 
and choose x such that Fr(.u) = x in the case when F has a Frobenius 
action (defined below). to guarantee that Hf A @ ... 0 A) carries a 
Frobenius action also. 
Frobenius Actions 
Recall the Frobenius map Fr acting on X. If, for example, X = k x . . . x k, 
Fr acts coordinate-wise by (.u,, ,,,, .u,) + (.x7, . . . . x5). An action of 
Frobenius on a perverse sheaf F is the specification of an isomorphism 
F?(F) c F. (2.1) 
The category of perverse sheaves in .9(X, H) with Frobenius actions will be 
denoted P( X, H),,,,. A typical element in P( X, H),,,i is a pair (F, @) 
where # is as in (2.1). 
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(2.2) DEFINITION. Let x E X be a point fixed by Fr. If (F, @) is in 
9(X ww,,,. then @ induces an automorphism of the stalks of &Y’(F) over 
x: 
@‘,: W(F), -+X’(F),. (2.3) 
We say that (F, @) is srrongly mixed if for all XE X, with Fr(x) = .Y, the 
eigenvalues of a’, have the form Y’:~c, with E a root of unity and r an 
integer. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. We say that (F, @) is sfrongly pure of weighr / if 
(a) for each i, the eigenvalue of @: on .#‘(F) have the form qc’+ P “‘c. 
E a root of umty, 
(b) the Verdier dual of F, DF. satisfies the same condition (a). 
(2.5) Remark. Let X = a,, be the flag variety of an algebraic reductive 
group G, defined over F,. Then for infinitely many q’s, if H is obtained 
from either K or N by base change to positive characteristic, every 
irreducible object in .9(X, H) has a Frobenius action @ such that (F. @) is 
strongly pure [7, 13-J. Note that as was observed by Beilinson and 
Bernstein, irreducible objects in 9(X, H) are intersection cohomology com- 
plexes on the closure of some H-orbit O, extended by zero to 9. 
Given ‘,’ an H-equivariant local system on O, we will denote by IC(y) the 
corresponding intersection cohomology complex on 0. extended by zero to 
X with a shift to make it perverse according to Deligne’s convention. 
(2.6) DEFINITION. We define 9(X, H)+ to be the category of strongly 
mixed perverse sheaves. 
Denote by f the inclusion of a fixed H-orbit o inside X. Since the orbit o 
is allinely imbedded, for any H-equivariant local system 7 on n, f,(v)[d] 
and f,(y)[d] are perverse. As before d denotes the codimension of O. 
(2.7) PROPOSITION. Let F be in .+‘(A’, H). then for any H-orbit o and any 
H-equivurianl local system y one has 
Hom(f*K dF, Y)= Hom(F./*y[d]). 
Proof: This follows by adjointness and the fact that 
Hom(J*F, r[d]) = Hom(/*.*P-dF, r[d]) since the cohomology off*F is 
concentrated in degree r < -d. Q.E.D. 
(2.8) Notation. If A is irreducible in 9(X, H) and its support has 
dimension L, we denote /(A ) = L = dim X - d. 
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(2.9) PROPOSITION. Let A, B he irreducible in .9(X, H), and assume there 
is a non-split extension between A” = @A and B” = $ B 
and no submodule qf A” or qf Bh splits from C. Then if P (B) > II(A) the non- 
zero map in the derived categoty 
B+ A[l] 
corresponding to this extension, induces a non-zero map in some cohomologj 
group: X d ‘(B’) + & d(A”) which has to be surjective on the stalks of 
some H-orbit. 
Proof Let (fi, ; ) be an H-orbit and a local system such that 
A” z IC(yO). Then iff is the inclusion of (I into X, f *M d(A”) # 0, in fact 
.f*K d(A”) = f’[d]. However, we will see that 7 cannot occur in 
f *x ‘(C). To prove this, note lirst that if y occurs inf*Z .“(C) it occurs 
as summand. This is because the locally constant sheaf S*Hmd(C) is 
determined by the H,/W, module .X - “(C),, I E L, and this module is 
completely reducible, H.,/e being finite. This would mean that 
Hom(f‘*x-d(C), 7) #O and therefore Hom(C,f,;,[d])#O by (2.7) 
implying that B occurs as composition factor off,y[d]. However, A is the 
unique irreducible subobject of.f,y[d] and all other composition factors D 
have P(D) < [(A) implying e(B) < !(A), which is a contradiction. Therefore 
some map in the long exact sequence in sheaf cohomology is non-zero, 
namely 
.?v ’ ‘(B’) + &..d( A”) 
which has to be onto to guarantee that 7 does not occur in f *Z d(C). 
Q.E.D. 
(2.10) COROLLARY. Let O+A@...@A+C-+B+O with L(A)<!(B) 
be a non-split extension. Suppose C has a Frobenius action, Then if 
A @ . . . @ A is pure qf weight f, B is pure of weight I + 1. 
ProoJ We have a surjective map in cohomology 2 d l(B)., + 
.%?-“( A”),X where Fr(x) = 1. This map commutes with Frobenius actions. 
Assume that A“ is pure of weight o(A). Then the eigenvalues of Fr on 
x-d(A), are g’ d+ dA)/2 c, c a root of unity. Therefore at least an eigen- 
value on x-d ‘(B), has the same form, and by strong purity we conclude 
that w(B) = o(A) + 1, taking into account the shift in dimensions in the 
definition of strong purity. Q.E.D. 
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(2.11) COROLLARY. Let 0 -+ A“ -+ C + Bh --* 0 be a non-split extension in 
9(X, H) with A, B irreducible. Assume no submodule of A” or Bh splits off: 
Let @ be any Frobenius action on C. Then (C, @) is in 3(X, H)* if A” or Bh 
are pure and are objects in 9(X, H)*. Moreover in this case the weights of 
Frobenius satisfy o( Bh) = o)( A”) + 1. 
ProoJ Without loss of generality we may assume !(B) > f(A), by 
possibly taking the Verdier dual. We first observe that the Frobenius action 
@ on Bh is determined by the Frobenius action on some finite dimensional 
vector space H(Bh) as follows: 
Bh 2 IC(yh) with yh a locally constant sheaf on an H-orbit 0, and 
Hom( Fr*IC(;/“), IC(yh) = Hom( IC(Fr*yh), IC( yh)) 
2: Hom(Fr*:h[d], yh[d]), 
where d= codim 0. Let XE o with Fr(x) = x, then a homomorphism 
Fr*yh[d] + yh[d] is completely determined by a.,: yh,[d] -+ ;1”,[d]. If we 
break up 7: into generalized eigenvalues for @,, 7: = P,, @ ... @P,,, then 
7’ breaks up into P;.,(yh) @ ... @ Pj.,(~h), where Pr,(,ih) is Frobenius 
invariant and pure, as well as Bh = Pj,,( Bb) @ ... $ Pj,,( Bh). Let B, be a 
Frobenius invariant subobject of P;.( Bh), B, 2 B (defined by choosing first 
an eigenspace of @., in P, --) @). From the short exact sequence 
0 -+ A“ + C -+ Bh + 0, one obtains a subobject C’ of C, having a short 
exact sequence 0 -+ A” --t C’ + B; + 0. We now apply the previous lemma 
to conclude that I. = Y”.‘(~’ ’ 1’;2 c. By doing this for all i,‘s we conclude that 
Bh is pure and o(Bh)=w(A) + 1. If it is Bh that is pure, use the surjectivity 
.Yt d ‘(Bh).,+.X d(A”), of (2.9) plus strong purity to conclude. Q.E.D. 
(2.12) Remark (and proof of (2.13) below). In more generality, if 
0 -+ A” -P C -+ Bh -+ 0 is a short exact sequence y( X, H), .4, B irreducible, 
A & B, and C has a Frobenius action @, then if A” is pure of weight w, we 
can only guarantee that certain quotient of Bh is pure of weight o+ 1. In 
fact, let Y be the B-isotypic component of the socle of C. Then Y is a 
natural submodule of C, and therefore acquires a Frobenius action of its 
own, by restriction of @. The quotient Bh/ Y will be pure of weight o + 1, 
by (2.1 I ). We now recall the a,-vector space H( Bh) = X,,(Bh),, x 
Frobenius invariant and contained in the H-orbit which is open in 
supp(B). Then H(B”/Y) is a quotient of H( B’) with a Frobenius action 
having eigenvalues of the form y” + ‘I’ “),“E, E a root of unity. 
IfwehaveinsteadO-,@~=,A~+C--+Bh+O,withA, 2 Ajforalli,j, 
Ai $ B for all i and Ai, B irreducible. Then if @:=, A: is pure of weight 
o, we can look at the quotients C, = C/o,,, A;” and the corresponding 
exact sequences 0+ A: + C, + Bh -0, obtaining this way quotients Hi of 
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H(Bh) with eigenvalues of Frobenius q” ’ I”- ‘I” E. Note here that since 
A, i A, for i# j each A: has a Frobenius action. 
If we further assume that there is no submodule of Bh that splits off from 
C, then the vector subspaces Hom(H,, Q,) of Hom(H(B”), 0,) span all of 
Hom(H( B”), QI). This implies that all of H(Bh) has eigenvalues of 
Frobenius q ” ’ “’ J’,2~;. All WC are saying here is that there is no submodule 
of Bh that splits off from all the C,‘s. using the above argument. Since 
H(Bb) = .# ;“( Bh) has weight 1 + o -d, using the strong purity of 
irreducible objects of 9(X. I-!)*, Bh is pure of weight (I) + I. 
This proves 
(2.13) LEMMA. Lel 0 -+ Q := , A;, 4 C + Bb + 0 be an exact sequence in 
9’( X, H) as in (2.12) such rhat C has a fixed Frobenius action making @A; 
pure of weight (I). Then Bh is pure e/’ weight o + 1 if Bb has no submodules 
that split off’from C in 9(X, H). 
This will be the general inductive step needed to prove the following 
theorem which implies (0.1 )(a): 
(2.14) THEOREM. Let F, Q, /IL’ in .9(X, H)* with ,r?eight filtration 
O#F,CF,C,..CF,~. Then 
(a) The socle jiltration of F in 9(X, H) coincides with the weight 
filtration ( F,) If and on/-v of the socle of F is contained in F, (i.e., the socle is 
pure). 
(b) The co-socle filtrution of F coincides with the weight jiltration qf 
(F, @) gand on1.v if the top (maximal semisimple quotient) of F is a quotient 
of F, c ,/FN (i.e., the top is pure). 
Proof. We only prove (a). One has to show by induction that if {S, F) 
is the socle liltration of F, S, + , F/S, F is pure of weight I’ + 1 if S,, F/S, , F 
is pure of weight J. The starting point in the argument is the socle &F and 
the general inductive step is (2.13). Note that all the S, F or S1, + , F/S, F 
carry Frobenius actions since any isomorphism @: Fr*( F) --, F carries the 
socle Fr* (socle F) of Fr*F to the socle of F. Part (b) now follows using 
Verdier duality. Q.E.D. 
The General Case (Proof of (0. I ) Parts (b) and (c)) 
It is now notationally convenient to work exclusively within the 
categories .#‘gi or 6:. As in (6.1.10.1) of [3], we have equivalences of 
categories L: 2%‘; z pP(aq, H) or L: 0:. 2 9($?q, H), where in the first case 
H is obtained from K by base change, and in the second case from N. 
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Therefore the functor Fr*, which depends on the choice of the field F,, 
induces an exact functor, which we denote S. 
(2.15) 
If Z in 2%). or 0;. corresponds to an object having a Frobenius action, 
then there will be at least one isomorphism @: S(Z) + Z, but in general 
S(Z) is not isomorphic to Z. By choosing F,, appropriately, we can assume 
that @S(Z) = 8Z (they have the same composition factors). 
If { W, Z} is an F,-weight filtration and @: S(Z) + Z is the map in the 
category .%?Vj, or oi corresponding to the Frobenius action a’: Fr*(F) -+ F 
on the perverse sheaf F associated to Z, then @( SW,Z) = W,Z. 
The reason that we prefer to transport all this structure to &Vi and oi is 
that we will rely on certain g-module constructions that cannot be carried 
out in 9’p(gq, H). The typical construction is as follows: let (Z, O) be a pair 
consisting of Z in &Vj. or bi and 0: S(Z) + Z an isomorphism. Let V be a 
vector space inside Z, and consider the submodule u(g). V= A’( V). Then 
all we have to do to endow X(V) with a “Frobenius action” is to check if 
@(SX( k’) = A’( V)). Under the equivalence of categories &Vj. z 9(aq, H) or 
oj, z.pP(.%q, H), X(V) will then correspond to a perverse sheaf with a 
Frobenius action. 
(2.16) Notarion. Whenever we have a pair (Z, O), with Z and object of 
XVj, or 0;. and @: S(Z) + Z an isomorphism, we will loosely say that a 
submodule X of Z is S-invariant, if @(S(X)) = A’. We refer to the map @ as 
an S-action on Z. 
(2.17) DEFINITION. Given a pair (Z, @) as above we say that Z is pure 
of‘ weight G if the corresponding pair (F, @‘) is pure of weight C, where F is 
a perverse sheaf in S(A9q, H), and the pair (F, @‘) is obtained from (Z, @) 
under the equivalence of categories L. 
(2.18) Remark. Let { SkZ}, { RkZ} be the socle and co-socle filtrations 
of Z. Then if Z has an S-action @, necessarily @S(SkZ) = S,Z and 
@S( RkZ) = R,Z. In particular any subquotient Si+ , Z/S,Z or Ri+ , Z/R,Z 
breaks up into S-invariant summands Z, @ .. . @Z, ; each summand is 
pure of some weight. We can further assume that Z,, . . . . Z, are pure of 
weights /, , . . . . e,,, with e,>e,>...>e,,,. 
Since Frobenius actions could fail to be semisimple, it is no possible to 
assume that there is decomposition into S-invariant summands which are 
irreducible. Fortunately this is not needed. 
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A Compatibility Condition and the Relative Co-socle Filtrations 
(2.19) DEFINITION. Let X,, . . . . X,, be submodules of Z in ,n%?‘;, or oi. 
We say that X,, . . . . X, are compatible if there are integers r,, . . . . r,, such that 
for any subset U c { 1, . . . . n }, k E { 1, . . . . n } - U, and any integer i 
Here { R,Y( ... )} denotes the co-socle filtration as in Section 0. 
Note that if Z is indecomposable the integers r,, . . . . rn are unique if at 
least one of them is specified. We call these integers r,, . . . . r,, the intersec- 
tion numbers of the submodules X,, . . . . X,. 
(2.20) DEFINITION. Let Z be indecomposable in A?&~, or 0;; Let 
X 1, ..., X, be compatible submodules of Z such that X, + . . . + X,=Z. 
Then the relative co-socle ,filtration qf Z with respect to X,, . . . . X,, is the 
filtration 
G&Z= i R,,,,X,. 
I- I 
This filtration is uniquely determined once we specify the value of at least 
one of the integers r, , . . . . rn. Note that the relative co-socle filtration with 
respect to X,, . . . . X, induces on each X, the co-socle filtration (up to a shift 
in the indices). However it need not coincide with the co-socle filtration 
on Z. 
Construction qf Some S-invariant Submodules 
Let (Z, @) be an object in 8%;. or 0;. with an S-action @: S(Z) + Z. We 
consider Vc Res(Z) the p-isotypic component of Z. Here p is an 
irreducible representation of K if Z is in &Vj, and a weight space for the 
action of a Cartan subalgebra 1 in case Z is in o,,. The subalgebra 1 is 
contained in the Lie algebra of the Bore1 subgroup containing N. 
Define X( V) = U(g). P’, a submodule of Z. We have 
(2.21) LEMMA. Let (Z, @) be a pair consisting of‘ an object Z in x%$ 
or c+; and an S-action 0. Then X(V) is S-invariant if V is the p-isotypic 
component of Z. 
Proof The submodule @S( X( V)) has the same composition factors as 
X( V), hence V is naturally contained in Res(@ . S(X( V))) as its p-isotypic 
component. This implies also that C/(g). Vc @S(X( V)) as submodule. 
Since @S(X( V)) and X(V) have the same composition factors we conclude 
that @S( X( V)) = X( V) and X( V) are S-invariant. Q.E.D. 
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Let (Z, @) be a pair as in (2.21) and t(Z) the top of Z (maximal 
semisimple quotient). As in (2.18), r(Z) = Y, @ = @ Y,,, where each Yj is 
pure of weight /‘, (Definition (2.17)), and G, > t!, > . . . > t,. Assume that Y, 
is generated by its isotypic components corresponding to the irreducible 
K-modules (respectively l-modules) p,, . . . . pd. Let V denote the sum of the 
p,, . . . . pd isotypic components of Z. 
(2.22) LEMMA. With notation as abol;e.for any i, there is a K-submodule 
(or C-submodule) V, of V such that X( VO) is S-invariant, Y, occurs in the top 
of X( VO), and its weight filtration coincides with its co-socle,filtration up to a 
shift of indices. 
Proof We construct a filtration V, c V, c .. . c Vk = V such that X( V,) 
is S-invariant. The first step in the decreasing filtration is defined by con- 
sidering the projection rr: Z + Y, @ . . . @ Y,, and setting Zj = 7c - ‘( Y,). The 
first submodule of V that we take consists of the p,, . . . . /lJisotypic com- 
ponents of Z,. Assume inductively that V,, , has been defined. We consider 
the top r(X( V, + r )) decomposed according to the weights of Frobenius as 
t(X( V, + , )) = l.” @I L’ (recall (2.18)). Here L4 is pure of weight I, 
(Definition (2.17)) and L’ consists of all the summands with weights dif- 
ferent from r,. Let n,, , : X( V, + ,) -+ LffO L’ and set V, to be the sum of 
the p,, . . . . pJisotypic component of n,+‘,(Ll’). If L’ # 0, then V,, , # V,. 
The reason is that V,, , = V, will imply U(g) V, + , is contained in T’;;I,(L’~) 
contradicting L’# 0. Therefore by the finite dimensionality of V, this 
process eventually stops and the maximal semisimple quotient of X( V,,) 
will be pure of weight e, (Definition (2.17)). By (2.14) it follows that the 
weight filtration of X( V,) coincides with its co-socle filtration up to a shift 
in the indices. Q.E.D. 
There is a variant of this lemma in the case when the constituents 
Tl, . ..> rr, of the top of Z have multiplicity one in Z. In this situation V, of 
(2.22) can be constructed so that it works for aif weight filtrations of Z. 
(2.23) LEMMA. Let Z he in .Xwi or L;.. Assume that each constituent xi 
of the top of Z occurs with multiplicity one in Z. Then there is a K-sub- 
module (or I-submodule) V,, of V such that 7~; occurs as the unique irreducible 
quotient of X( VO) and 
(a) For any isomorphism @: S(Z) -+ Z, X( V,) is S-invariant: 
@(SW V,,)) = X( Vo). 
(b) Any weight filtration of Z induces on X( V,,) the co-socle jiltration 
up to a shift in the indices. 
Proof The proof is exactly the same as the proof of (2.22) except that 
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instead of decomposing r(X( V, + , )) according to weights of Frobenius we 
consider, r(X( V,, ,)) = n,@ B, and rr, is S-invariant with respect o any @ 
because Hom(n,, B,) =O. Since this construction does not rely on the 
weight decomposition of t(X( V, t , )), it works for any S-action @. Q.E.D. 
(2.24) THEOREM. Let Z be an indecomposahle object in .x?G!?~, or e;,. Then 
(a) For any weight filtration { W, Z} of Z there are K-&modules (or 
I-.&modules) V, , . . . . V, of Res(Z) such that the submodules of Z, 
X( v, ), ..., X( V,), are compatible (Definition (2.20) and the weight filtration 
of Z is the relative co-soclefiltration with respect to X( V,), . . . . X( V,,) up to a 
shtft in the indices. 
(b) tf the top of Z has constituents x, , . . . . x, of multiplicity one in Z, 
there are K-.&modules (or C-submodules) V, , . . . . V, of Res(Z), such that 
X( v, ), . ..1 X( V,,) are compatible tf Z has at least one weight filtration. 
Moreover any weight filtration coincides with the relative co-socle filtration 
with respect to X( V,), . . . . X( V,) up to a shift in the indices. 
Proof This just follows from (2.22), (2.23), and the fact that if 
x , , . . . . X, are S-invariant submodules of Z and on each X, the weight 
filtration induces the co-socle filtration up to a shift r, of the indices, then 
X , 1 ..., X,, are compatible. Q.E.D. 
3. INDECOMPOSABILITY OF INDUCED MODULES 
AND PROOF OF (0.2) (FIRST PART) 
In this section we show that parabolic induction from an irreducible 
HarishChandra module of the Levi factor gives an indecomposable 
module if the infinitesimal character is integral regular. A stronger version 
of this indecomposability result will also be proved implying the first part 
of (0.2). 
Fix a real parabolic subgroup P, of G, with complexified Lie algebra +B 
and !J3 = m@ u 0 n the Langlands decomposition of !B. We also set 
P, = M,A,N, and P= MAN the corresponding Langlands decom- 
positions of P, and its complexilication P. Consider an abstract category 
%VP’ such that for all integral regular i, .#V;, z .XP’; for instance, .%%‘” 
may denote the category of Harish-Chandra modules with the infinitesimal 
character of the trivial representation. For the group Ma we consider 
JV%‘;, corresponding category of HarishChandra modules. Let u be the 
nilradical of a Bore1 subalgebra of m, so that u + n is the nilradical of some 
Bore1 subalgebra b of 9, containing some &stable Cartan subalgebra I, 
associated to a maximally split Cartan subgroup of G,. Consider i a 
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b-antidominant weight that corresponds to the abstract weight 1. We let 
IV’= W be the Weyl group acting on I,, with S the set of simple reflec- 
tions relative to the choice of b and ‘W, the Weyl group of M. Given Z in 
2%‘~ irreducible, we now define a family of induced modules IndF(Z,), 
o E W,\ w”, induced from P, to G,, where Z, is a ($3, M n K)-module 
satisfying: 
(a) For each o E W,\ IV”, Z, is a Harish-Chandra module for 
M,A. and the center of u(mOa), the enveloping algebra of mea, acts 
by scalars. The action of n is assumed to be trivial. 
(b) For each OE W,,,\ IV, Indz(Z,) is in X’&,. 
(c) If o’ is a representative of w of minimal length, oM,O the element 
of maximal length in W,, we let 5, be the character of A determined by 
the restriction to a of x = w~,~. o’ .I. Then Z, = ZL Q r, where Z: is a 
Harish-Chandra module for M, in JP%?~,~ for some infinitesimal character 
d and under the equivalence of categories X%M,O z X%7;, ZL corresponds 
to z. 
(d) Under the coherent continuation action if o’ is as above 
(0’))’ 0 Ind$(Z,) = 0 Indz(Z,). 
In particular ZL almost corresponds to Z under 2374, z &%‘$, except 
for a change in the action of the disconnected part of P,, dictated by (d). 
The inductive construction of this family can be carried out using (3.2) 
below. 
Using induction by stages, the following is well known: 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let Z be irreducible and o the coset of wO in W,\ W”’ 
(longest element). Then Indz(Z,) is indecomposable and contains a unique 
irreducible quotient. 
For any integral regular weihgt 1 E lz, conjugate to 1 under IV’, let 
A:, A; be positive and negative systems uch that x is Al-dominant. Fix 
u E A; simple, then s, = rsgrp’ for some r E w”, and 1 simple for 
A + (&) = A,. From now on s = sp and s, will be related in this way; one is 
a simple reflection for a fixed positive system Ax, and the other, s,, is sim- 
ple for A;, with x = r-1. Usually r EO in the notation Indz(Z,), r E w”. 
For any simle reflection s,, c( E A + = A+ recall the functors @,, $, [9] 
obtained by tensoring with a suitable finite dimensional module and 
projecting to a certain infinitesimal character. If Z is a module with 
infinitesimal character x, then ll/,Z has infinitesimal character 
x - (x, GL”)~, where (nt,, p”) = 6,, for /3 simple. And if Z’ has 
infinitesimal character x - (x, c( ” ) nt,, @,Z’ has infinitesimal character II. 
From [9] one has: 
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(3.2) LEMMA. Let s = sg be a simple reflection in W”‘, S such that ifo’ is 
a representative of minimal ength of a fixed class co E W,\ V, the length of 
o’s is e(o’) + 1 and [o’s] #co. Then with the notation as above there is a 
short exact sequence: 
Moreover, the map @,$, Indg(Zc,.,) + IndF(Z,,,,) is induced by 
aa’jointness from the identity $.Ind$(Zcw,,) -“$, Indz(Zr,,,). 
Our first result in this section which will be strengthened later is the 
following. (See also (3.15) for the case of induced-from-indecomposable.) 
(3.3) THEOREM. For any o E W,\ W”‘, Indz(Z,) is indecomposable tfZ 
is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for M,. 
Proof: We prove that if Indz(Zr,.,) decomposes as A @ B, then 
Indg(Zc,,s,) also decomposes. This is enough because of (3.1). Note that 
the kernel of the map @, $,(IndF(Z,.)) -+ Indz(Z,,.) is exactly IndF(Zr,,,.,,,). 
However Indz(Zc,,,) = A @ B and there is a commutative diagram 
@,@,(A 0 B) fi A @ B. 
@$Ai:$ BfY I I c( 1 
Here f, is induced by the adjointness Hom(@,+,(X), X) z 
Hom(gl/,X, Ii/,X) from the identity map $,(A@ B) + $,(A@ B) and fi@f3 
is the direct sum of the maps induced from the identities $, A -+ $, A and 
II/,B+ ti,B. 
Hence Ker fi = Ker f2 0 Kerf, = IndF(Zr,.,,). We only need to show 
Ker fi # (0) and Ker f3 # (0). We now observe that character-wise 
s@A = 0 Ker f2, SOB= 0 Kerf, (see [9]). Therefore s@A and SOB are 
characters of representation. This all follows from the character identity 
Q@,~,X=sQX+ ox. 
All we need to show then is that sQA #O and sOB#O. Let OX,, . . . . OX, 
be the irreducible characters in @A, whose K-orbit supports (in the 
Beilinson-Bernstein D-module picture) have maximal dimensions. In other 
words, Xi= rc(si) and we ask that e(s,) be maximal possible in @A. Then if 
there is Xi with s# r(X,) (the r-invariant), we obtain that sQX, contains a 
term whose support has dimension P(S,) + 1 and which cannot possibly be 
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cancelled in sOA, or contains at least OXi that cannot be cancelled either. 
Hence we may assume s E 7(X,) for all i. Then 
sOA = - COX, + sZ {terms of smaller K-orbit support}. (3.4) 
Since sOA is a character of a representation for each i, there is OYi in @A 
of smaller support (Y,= x(y,) with /(y,) smaller) such that s$ s(X,), 
SOY, = OY, + OXi + O,, Qi some character, and OXi cancels -0X; in 
(3.4). 
We claim that 0 Y, occurs in sQA; that is, 0 Yi is not cancelled in (3.4). If 
not, then - 0 Y, occurs in s(OZ) for some OZ in @A of even smaller 
K-orbit support. This contradicts however that s$ r( Y,). Hence 
s@A = QYi+ O’, 0’ the character of some representation, and s@A # 0, 
similarly SOB # 0. Q.E.D. 
Second Proof of Indecomposability: A stronger Version of (3.3) 
In the proof of (3.3), our first inductive step was (3.1). We now use a 
stronger but well-known analogue of (3.1) as a first step. 
(3.5) LEMMA. Let Z be irreducible and w the coset of wO (the longest 
element of ( W”‘, S)). Then 
dim Hom(IndF(Z,), IndF(Z,)) = 1. 
Proof: It suffices to show that dim Hom(Indg(Z,)*, Indz(Z,)*) = 1, 
where the * denotes the contragredient module. If t is a map of the con- 
tragredient IndF(Z,)* into itself, it necessarily sends the unique reducible 
submodule A of Indg(Z,)* into itself. On A, z has to act by some scalar x, 
and now Ker(r-X) =O. However, this means that there is a submodule 
(image of z-x) of Indg(Z,)* which is isomorphic to IndF(Z,)*/ 
Ker(r - x). This implies that Ker(r -x) = Indg(Z,)* and r = x, since 
otherwise we contradict the fact that A is the unique irreducible sub- 
module. Q.E.D. 
(3.6) Remark. Let cr: Y + Y be any map in Xq2. Then there is a scalar 
x such that Ker(o-X) #O. In this case necessarily (a-x) #O also. 
The reason (3.6) is true is because if we choose A” t Y the A-isotypic 
component of the socle of Y, where A is irreducible, then o(A”) c A”. This 
reduces (3.7) to the case when Y is semisimple. For Y semisimple the 
statement of (3.7) is an analogue of Schur’s lemma. 
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(3.7) LEMMA. Let (r: Irid: -+ Ind$(Za) be any map. Then ifs, s,, o 
are as in (3.2) there is a commutative diagram 
as a consequence. G induces a map cr’: IndF(Z,,) + Ind~(Z,,) obtained by 
restricting @,$,(a) to the kernel ofJ: 
Proof. Recall that @=flia is obtained by tensoring first with a finite 
dimensional module, then projecting to an in~nitesimal character, then 
tensoring again by the dual of the first finite dimensional module and 
projecting again. Hence a typical element in @P,$eIndF(Z) is of the form 
Ci,j,, Ai @ vj@fi(g), where Aj is a linear functional and vi is a vector, 
f,~Indz(Z). We then have 
showing commutativity. The map a’ is obtained by noting that @,$,(a) 
sends Kerfto itself, and Kerf= IndF(Z,,) as in (3.2). Q.E.D. 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let Q: Indz(Z,) + Indg(Z,) be any map. 2%~ ifs, 
and s = sB are related as in (3.2), there are short exact sequences 
coker (T’ -+ qa $, coker a -+ coker o + 0 (3.9) 
0 -+ Ker C’ -+ qQ,$, Ker o -+ Ker C. (3.10) 
Moreover, if coker [r’ = 0, then an Gp,$, coker CI’ the center of the enveloping 
algebra of g acts by scalars. 
Proof: Note that by exactness of @a#a, @,I&, coker c is the cokernel of 
cPdl#,Jcr). One has a commutative diagram of maps 
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coker 5’ ------+ @, @, coker ~CX - coker @ 
from ~hi~b (3.9) is seen to be exact, By a similar ~aso~~g (3.10) is 
obtained, The second statement follows easily since @.eb coker o = 
eti,+, Ind~(Z~~)/Image c@~+~cI: is a quotient of gibl$, Ind~(Z~)/Ind~(Z~) x; 
Ind$(Z,), Q.E.I.3~ 
(3.11) LEMMA. Let. s E CT’ he ~i~~~~ for d + = A c (b), CO, s, s, re~~t~~ as 
in (3.2). Then $ A is irre~~~jbi~ in &‘cG, and there exists a srtrjective map 
Indz(Zw) -+ A, ~e~~~~ff~~~~ s# s(A) (that is, $,A itO). 
Proo$ Consider the composition @,@, IndF(Z,) -+ Ind$?J -+ -4, 
which gives a non-zero map in Wom(@,$, IndF(Z,), A). By adjointness 
this Iast Horn is Hom(Y% Ind$(Z,), $,A) implying $,A #O. Therefore 
~eeQ* Q&D 
We obtain 
Proof Let A be an irreduciMe quotient of coker 6. Then since eaker cz 
is a quo~ent of IndS(Z=) and (X8), ir $ t(A) (that is $,A #O). This implies 
that @,#,A is a quotient of @,tju coker (r. If we assume that coker o’ = 0, 
by (3.8) the @enter acts on @,#,cokera by scalars. However on aaeGLA 
the center of the enveloping algebra does nat act by scalars f9, p. 701 and 
therefore ~~~~~ cannot be a quotient of coker cp. This ~~tradictio~ 
implies eaker o’ # 0. Q.E.D. 
Proof: We use decreasing induction on the length of the minimal length 
representative of u. Our starting point is (3.5) Assume that 
6: Ind~(Z~) -+ Ind$(Z,) is not a scalar. Then, Ker(o- x) #O, and 
coker(a - x) # 0 for some scalar x. By (3.7), d-x induces 
o’ : Ind$(Z,) -+ Ind~(Z~~) and ux is closer to the coset of wa, the longest 
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element in ( W, S). Therefore by induction, we may assume e‘ is a scalar. 
On the other hand by (3.12) coker (T‘ # 0, which implies coker 
CT’ = Indz(Z,,) and cr’ = 0. 
Since Ker ~7’ = Indg(Z,,), by (3.10) we obtain an exact sequence 
0 + Indg(Z,,) -+ Qsbrl/, Ker cr -+ Ker 0‘. 
Let Y denote the image of Qi=#= Ker cr in Ker (r. We claim that 
$,(Ker o/Y) = 0. Note that if A is irreducible and s$ r(A), then Gp,+, -+ A 
is sujective. By induction, if (Xi> is the socle ~ltration of Ker 6, we assume 
#JX,/Yn Xi) =O. Then for any irreducible A as above with s# T(A), A 
does not occur in the submodule X;- ,/Xi - I n Y c X,/X, n Y. Hence A can 
only occur in X,/X,_ 1 + Xi n Y. The map f: cP~II/, Ker G -+ Ker (T induces 
on subquotients @,$,(X,/X,- r) + Xi/Xi_ i , By an observation a few lines 
above, the image of such a map contains all the constituents A of Xi/Xi-, 
such that s $ z(A). Therefore A is not contained in 
and A cannot appear in X,/X,n Y either. This shows by induction that 
JI,(Ker o/Y) =O. We now proceed as follows: since 0 + Ind$(Z,,) -+ 
@,,I,&, Ker 5 --+ Y -+ 0 is exact, 8 Ind$(Z,,) + 8 Y = 8 Ker CT + sQ Ker 5, and 
applying 3, SO Ind$(Z,,) = 8 Ind$(Z,) = sO(Ker a/Y) + 8 Ker Q. But 
sB(Ker o/Y) = - @( Ker 5/Y). Hence 0 Ind$(Z,) = 0 Y implying Ker LF = 
Y = IndF(Z,). This produces a contradiction since it implies c = 0. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof ofprst part of (0.2). We need to show that if F is a perverse sheaf 
that corresponds to Indz(Z,) as in Section 0 under reduction to positive 
characteristic, then F has at most one Frobenius action. The existence of a 
Frobenius action is obtained in [5] using a construction of Bernstein. 
Note that a Frobenius action is given by an isomorphism 
‘p 
Fr* F------+ F 
but Fr* F being isomorphic to F, dim Hom( Fr*F, F) = 
dim Hom(Ind);(Z,), IndF(Z,) = 1. Hence cf is unique up to a scalar. The 
statement concerning the identification between any F,-weight filtration of 
Ind$?(Z,) and a relative co-socle filtration now follows from (2.24) (since 
Indz(Z,) is indecomposable). The uniqueness of 0, and its independence 
of F, follows from the uniqueness of an F,-weight filtration plus the 
formulas to compute 8, given in [S]. Q.E.D. 
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Generalizations: Induced-from-Indecomposable 
The proof of (3.3) actually proves the following: Ind$(Z,) is indecom- 
posable for all w if Indg(Z,,,,) is indecomposable. Here [w,,] is the coset 
of the longest element w0 in W,\ W. A trivial modification of the argument 
shows that in fact Ind$$Z,) is indecomposable for all w if Ind$(Zr,,) is 
indecomposable. This modification consists of regarding Indg(Z,) as the 
cokernel of 
where Z(O’S) = Qw’) - 1. Therefore if Ind$(Z,) decomposes as A @ B, one 
has a map 
As in the argument in (3.3) it turns out that h is composed of two indepen- 
dent maps h,: A -+ @,ti,A and h,: B + @,ll/, B. Hence the cokernel is 
coker h2 Ocoker h,. One proves in the same way that coker h2 # 0 and 
coker h,#O if A#0 and BfO. 
(3.14) LEMMA. Let Z be indecompo~ab~e in %V‘&. when Indg(Zfp7) is 
indecomposab~e. 
Proof. Unfortunately the author only knows a proof of (3.14) using the 
D-module (or perverse sheaf) construction of Bernstein of the functor L 
(see Section 4 and [ 5,6.11 I). The module Z corresponds to some perverse 
sheaf Fz in the flag variety g,,,, of the Levi-factor of P. We now construct 
Ind);(Zr,,) as a perverse sheaf (after Bernstein). We imbed a4, inside $3’ as 
the smallest dimensional P-orbit in 4. If f 9YM + 9 is the corresponding 
(proper) imbedding, we consider a perverse sheaf on g given by f!(F,). 
One notes that 1,Q F, on Kx f9YM is the pullback of certain unique 
~-equiva~ant sheaf L), on K x M n Jj gM). Similarly 1 R Of! Fz is the pullback 
off;(L),). Heref’ is the inclusion of ~x~~~f(~~~ into KxMnK@. (The 
puflback is an equivalence of categories between K-equivariant perverse 
sheaves on K x M n K 98 and a certain category of perverse sheaves on K x 93 
having MA K-actions.) Following Bernstein’s construction, one must now 
apply to f\(D,,) the functor act,, where act is the map Kx,,,,, K .@ -+ SY 
given by the action of K. Observing that K x M n &aM) x K .f(w,) = O, a 
smooth union of K-orbits in &9, we obtain?.+(&) where?is the inclusion of 
D into W. We only need to show that 7*(&J is indecomposable. Since Do 
was obtained from Fz via an equivalence of categories, D,, is indecom- 
posable. We apply Verdier duality to T*(&,) to obtain x(I)(&)). Now it 
s&ices to show that ~!(D(~~~) is indecomposable. If ~(D(D,)) = A @ B 
S’(A 0 B) = S’(A) @ gi( B) = ~~(~(D(~*)). 
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Hence W(A) and .%‘(B) have zero stalks outside of oO. Moreover 
A =?!(A’), B=,T!(B’) with A’, B’ # 0. This leads to D(D,) = A’@ B’ con- 
tradicting the indecomposability of D, and D( Do). Q.E.D. 
(3.15) THEOREM. If‘ Z in .XV~ is indecomposahle, then Ind$(Z,,,) is 
indecomposahle for all o E W,&,\ W. 
A generalization of (3.13) is also possible but we leave it to the reader. 
4. THE S~CLE FILTRATION OF SOME GENERALIZED PRINCIPAL 
SERIES REPRESENTATIONS (PROOF OF (0.2) SECOND PART) 
Previous work of Barbash [ 1 ] and Irving [6] amounts essentially to the 
fact that one can compute the socle filtration of a Verma module in terms 
of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. Using the notation of Section 3, we 
generalize these results to Harish-- Chandra modules IndF(Z,), when Z is a 
discrete series module and P, a cuspidal parabolic subgroup of CR. The 
results of this section can be generalized to the case when Z is an arbitrary 
irreducible Harish-Chandra module and P, an arbitrary parabolic sub- 
group but this introduces additional notation (see [5]). 
The Case qf a Standard Module 
Consider first the case when the induced-from-discrete-series module 
Indg(Z,,,) is in Langlands position, containing the unique irreducible sub- 
module ji6, 6 E 9,. Following the notation of Lusztig and Vogan [7], for 
each 6 E gK, S can be expressed as 
6=.:t:u’~2(~,n,,~,j,,). 
Here the c;s are of the form 
es = u “ii”2 c P;..Ju), 
yEYy 
with P;.,Ju) the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan polynomials of [7]. By a 
theorem of Gabber [3], this means that the perverse sheaf associated to 6 
(extending by zero) has a filtration with semisimple subquotients 
Oc F-,c F ,w+ 1 = . ..c F,w 
F,IF, , = G I *,I I Wa,,). 
,= 
Using the dictionary 9(X, K) ++ .#5$,, we obtain a filtration of an 
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induced-from-discrete-series r presentation Indg(Z), containing EIs6 as uni- 
que irreducible (Langlands) quotient. This filtration is the co-socle 
filtration of Indz(Z) and the sobquotients are of the form Zi/Zi _, = 
@“ii 1 I nji I Z(6jiii). 
If we let D6 =I:: NN u ‘i:2(C ni,c,), then D6 corresponds in some 
Grothendick group to the perverse sheaf attached to an induced represen- 
tation containing ii, as unique irreducible submodule. In this case the sode 
filtration of this induced representation has subquotients 
The General Case 
For the general case the main ingredients consist of recent joint work of 
the author with D. Collingwood [S] plus (2.14). Let [o] be the coset of cr 
in WJW”‘. Then Indg(Z,,,) = 7~~~ for some a,~&. The element a0 
belongs to a collection of elements of SK associated to the parabolic P, 
denoted .5& P. 
Choose &E o, &E [wo] minimai length representatives and define 
y = y(o) = & - ‘~5,. Recall the ~ecke-algebra operator TY and r,yl, = 
-yT.+~g,,, &J(I) r,], y = v(w). We associate to Ind${Z<,>) the 
zement ih the Hecke module Z[fdil”, ~-‘~2]@zZ~~Kf given by 
b,=u-t(-L‘) T,.+ c R,,,.(u) T, .a(). 
[ “<I 1 
We follow again the notation of Lusztig and Vogan to write 
(4.2) THEOREM f [5]). Let Z be an ~rr~d~~ib~~ discrete series represen- 
tation. Then the rnad~~e Ind$(Z,,,f has a weight itration ( Wi) with semi- 
simple subquotients 
W,/Wi.. I= g jng E$. (4.3 f 
,= I 
(Sketch of proof is given at the end of this section.) 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let i = No be the lowest power of tc that occurs in 
6, ~o.ssib~~ negatioef, when 6, is expressed as in (4.1). Then there is art 
injective map 
-0 
f: @ ] n,y,+ I 7i+ --+ socle Indz(Z,). 
I=1 
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Using (2.14) and (0.2) first part (3.13) one obtains: 
(4.5) THEOREM. If Z is a discrete series representation, then: 
(a) Assuming Ind$(Z,) has a unique irreducible s&module, the socle 
filtration S, of Indg(Z,,) has suhquotients 
u, 
siIs, I z 0 I n;p I nh,,. 
,= I 
(b) Assuming Ind$(Z,,,) has a unique irreducible quotient, then the 
co-soclefiltration {R,} of Ind$(Z,,,) has subquotients 
(c) The weight filtration W, of Ind$(Z,“) described in (4.2) coincides 
with the soclefiltration S, of Indz(Z,,,) if and onI-y if 
is surjective. 
(d) In general there is a relative co-socle filtration Wi of Ind$(Z,,,, 
whose subquotients are given hy (4.3). Moreover Ind$(Z,,,) z Ind$(Z,,,) on/-v 
If a,,, = f u’h,,,. for some r. 
An example where all the principal series modules satisfy the surjectivity 
in (4.5)(d) is the case of SL,C. In SP,C this map f fails to be surjective in a 
few cases. 
Sketch of Proof of (4.2)(after [5]) 
For simplicity of notation we assume that P, is a Bore1 subgroup, and 
that P, is connected. The general case is considered in [5] but the idea is 
the same. Then 
Ind3Z,,,) z UM,,), 
where M,,, is a Verma module and L denotes the maximal K-tinite quotient 
of M,. The key to the proof now is the fact that the functor L can be con- 
structed geometrically (Bernstein) as follows: consider the projections 
p: KxW-+g, p,: Kx.C#+Kx,,.3?, and act: Kx,M,.3+39. Here 
p(k, b) = h, p, is the obvious projection, and act is given by the action of K 
on a. Then as in (3.14), p: induces an equivalence of categories between 
K-equivariant perverse sheaves on K x ,+, , K 9J and certain perverse sheaves 
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on K x 3 with a (diagonal) M n K-action. We let r denote the inverse of 
p:. Then L corresponds to act, <P* in the derived category. A proof of 
this result due to Bernstein is in the 1986 thesis of F. Bien and a sketch in 
the appendix of [15]. 
By reduction to positive characteristic Bernstein’s construction induces a 
map of Grothendieck groups 
The main lemma is 
(4.6) LEMMA ( [ 53). The map L is a Hecke-algebra module map. 
Proof: This is a base-change argument since the operations T, are 
given by push-forwards and pull-backs. For base change to work well the 
trick is to consider q - ‘T,, + q ’ - 1 instead of T,, for s simple. This is 
because this operation corresponds to a push-forward with proper supports 
and a pull-back. Q.E.D. 
The lemma (4.5) reduces the computation of the weight filtration of 
Indg(Z,) to computing it first for Ind$(Z,), and then applying a Hecke- 
algebra operator. However, Indg(Z,) is a standard module with a unique 
irreducible submodule, so it can be treated as in the discussion at the 
beginning of this section. To obtain (4.2) from here one simply has to play 
a little bit with the notation: For instance, T,,, I L( T,) = L(T,,.-I ) 
corresponds to a weight filtration of Ind(Z,J, if y-‘(u^^’ =wO, then 
T,. IT,,,-I L(T,) = T,,,,(L(T,)) giving T, lL(T,)=(T, ‘I)(T,:,(L(T,)) which 
is simply (4.1). 
5. ISOMORPHISM CLAZX.~ OF PRINCIPAL SERIES MODULES: 
THE CASE OF R-SPLIT GROUPS (PROOF OF (0.3) 
AND A GENERAL CONJECTURE 
In the first part of this section CR is split over R, P, denotes a Bore1 sub- 
group (minimal parabolic subgroup of G,), and we will make the following 
adjustment o the notation: 
As before Z denotes an irreducible Harish-Chandra module in X$P&; in 
this case Z is just a character K of H/H“, the component group of the split 
Cartan H of Gn. Recall that on Z,, w E IV, the action of Kn H = T 
changes as in Section 3, x being a character of H/P associated to Z,. We 
will readjust the notation denoting 
1(x, o ‘oO) 2’ Indz(Z,,,). 
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Let gr I(,& o) denote an n-tuple of semisimple Harish-Chandra modules 
two, W,/W,, WJW, ,..., We-,/W, *), where Of WOc W,C...C W,.. , 
= I(x, o) is a weight filtration. Then 62 ,+,Z( x,o) = 8 wI(x’, w’) simply means 
gr 1(x, w) x gr I( x’, 0’). If for each i, the i-th component of gr 1(x, o) is 
included in the (i +- I) component of gr 1(x’, o’), where IF is independent of 
i, we simply write gr 1(x, w) c gr 1(x’, w’). 
In the first part of this section we explicitly determine for which 
x, ctf, x’, tir, gr 1(x, o) z gr I(%‘, w’) (called a weak isomorphism between 
I(%, w) and I(%‘, u’)). This will be used to show that the isomorphisms of 
(5.15) exhaust all the possible isomorphisms between principal series 
modules. 
Let 6, E 2& denote the parameter (c, 7,) consisting of the open K-orbit 
and certain ~-equiva~ant line bundle given by the character x of 
T/T’* K/K,, x E U. Using the notation of Section 1, 
~(6,) = I(%, e) = Ind$$Z,,), 
where 2 and x determine ach other as in some lines above. This is just the 
“6: of Section 4, but we are keeping track of x. 
Recall the z-invariant ~(6,) = r(n(&,)). Let S(x) denote the simple reflec- 
tions in (W, 5) such that s$t(s,). Denote by W(x) the subgroup of W 
generated by S(x). Recall that r(x(b,)) is given by reflections along simple 
roots u such that $,(a(6,)) = 0, and can be easily computed in terms of x. 
We have: 
(5.1) THEOREM. With the notation as above, I(x, o) is weakly isomorphic 
to I($, 0’) if and only [f 
(a) x’=x; 
(b) B’EW. W(;y). 
In particular I(%, w ) z I($, 0’) implies f = x and w’ E ti. W(x), 
This theorem will be proved in steps; furthermore in the second part of 
this section it will be strengthened (5.16). 
(5.2) LEMMA. Assume that gr Z(x, w) c gr I(x’, 0‘) rhen gr Z(x, w) z 
gr W, 0’ 1. 
ProoJ Since G, is split, W = N( H)/H, where N( If) is the normalizer of 
H in CR. Therefore if J(X) denotes the so-called Jacquet module of X with 
its HA K = T action forgotten, one has @(J(l(x, 0))) = @(J(/(;A’, 0’))) as 
characters of category o modules. This is simply the formula for characters 
of induced representations with the T-action forgotten. The inclusion of 
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each component in gr Z(x, w) into a component in gr Z(x’, o’):fi: 
w,lwi 1 = Wl+//W+, I* induces an inclusion of Jacquet modules 
J(wilw,-,)~J(w:+,Iw:+,-,). 
But, by the character equality a few lines above and the fact that J( . . . ) 
is exact and faithful, we necessarily have 
wi/ Wi - I = w+//w:+,-l, 
the inclusions f; being surjective. 
(5.3) LEMMA. Assume that for integers r, r’ we have an identity of graded 
characters 
fu’8 WZ(X, SW) + (1 - 24) e,(z(x’, 0’) = fd’ewz(X’, so’) (5.4) 
then gr I( x’. so’) z gr Z(x’, 0’) z gr I( x, so). 
Proof: Assume that on the right and left sides we have + signs in “k” 
(the other cases are similar). Then u’Q,Z(x, so) has to cancel 
-uQ,Z(x’, 0’) so that the right-hand side is a graded character. We thus 
obtain gr Z(x’, w’) c gr Z(x, SW) and by (5.2), gr Z(x’, w’) z gr Z(x, so). 
Let @‘,,,= u’Q,Z(x, so) - uQ,(Z(x’, 0’). Then u”@,+,Z(X’, so’) = @‘,+,+ 
8 ,+,(Z(x’, 0’) and in particular gr Z(x’, w’) c gr Z(x’, so’) which again implies 
gr Z(x’, w’) z gr Z(x’, so’). Q.E.D. 
(5.5) LEMMA. Assume that for SES, ~(os)=~(o)+l and [(o’s)= 
[(a’) - I with fu’6, = S:,,., and 6, = JO, S&, = &,, &,, &, E gK. Then for 
some integer r 
fu’6,,+(1 -u)&=6:.,. 
Proof Note that T; ’ is just T,S + (1 - U) up to a multiple of U. Applying 
(4.2) and its proof (Lemma (4.6)), we conclude that T,6,=6,,. Since 
necessarily T; IS:,,. = c?:,,,,~ (because L(o’s) = L(o’) - 1) one obtains (5.6): 
(T,+(l -u))c!?,,,.= +u’T,6,,,+(1 -u)6, 
= + dS,,,~ + ( 1 - 24) a<,,. =s:,., . Q.E.D. 
(5.7) LEMMA. Assume that for s E s, e(os) = l(o) + 1 and 
[(o’s) = [(o’) + 1. Then $ f r/6,,, = Sk, we have furbus = Sk.,c. 
Proof This follows from (4.2) and Lemma (4.6) since T,cS,~=S,, and 
T,&,. = S;,,,. Q.E.D. 
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(5.8) LEMMA. Let o E W und (fswme that 
gr I(%, w) * gr 1(x’, 0’). 
Then 
gr Z(x, oo)=gr I($, cro’). 
ProojI For any SCS we show that gr 1(x, w)xgr 1(x’, w’) implies 
gr 1(x, SW) x gr 1(x’, so’) and this will be suficient to conclude. There are 
two separate cases that exactly correspond to Lemmas (5.5) and (5.7). 
Using (5.3) and interpreting “Er,,” as a graded character we may conclude. 
Q.E.D. 
(5.9) LEMMA. Let 60~2& such that n(S,)zi(x,e) (= Indg(Z,) .Ikr 
some 2). Then s E S(x) if and on1.v if 
(T.%+(l -u))d”= &U’d”. 
Moreover we can choose +sign in ** rt ‘I’ and r = 1. 
ProoJ: This follows from the formulas in [7] for the action of Ts on the 
elements of aK. Note that S, corresponds to a Kequivariant line bundle on 
the open K-orbit of&r. Q.E.D. 
(5.f0) LEMMA. Lrf trc W(x). Then 
Prooj We first point out to the reader that (5.10) follows from (4,5)(d) 
and (5.15). However, we give a direct proof. Observe that by (5.9), S(x) 
consists of all SE S such that gr l(x, e) z gr Z(x, s). By induction on dft~), 
assume gr 1(x, e) z gr 1(x, a). This translates into 6, = 6, = +u’6,,0 ‘. 
Assume s E S is such that /‘(w,o ‘s) = T(w,o ‘) - 1 and apply T, + (1 - u) 
obtaining 
f 7-, + (I - u)) 6,,,e = --us,, = i-It’ + ‘S,, is. 
From here we deduce gr 1(x, ef z gr 1(x, saf. Q.E.D. 
(5.11) LEMMA. Let (T E W(x). Then 
gr 4x, f-1 =: gr Qx, ~0). 
Proof; Since gr Z(;z, e) 5 gr 1(x, 6) and by (5.8) one obtains gr 1(x, e)% 
gr 4x, wd ). Q.E.D. 
(5.12) LEMMA. Suppose r/rat gr 1(x, o) 2 gr I($. 0’). Then the pair 
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(0, 0’) is W-conjugate (under the diagonal W-action on W x W) to a pair 
(e, a), with CJ E W(x). In particular w’ = 00. Moreover x = x’. 
Proof If gr 1(x, w) z gr 1(x’, w’), then using (5.8), gr Z(x, e) z gr 1(x’, a) 
for some (T and (e, a) is W-conjugate to (w, w’). Therefore 6,,, = fu’6&, , . 
Let SES be such that I(cu,a-‘s)=l(o,a-Is)+ 1. By (5.5) one obtains 
+ U’s’ - ,qy7 1.5 +(1 - u) 6,O” = ~,yr.r. 
By (5.3) and the interpretation of “6,; as a graded character, this will 
imply gr 1(x, e) z gr 1(x, S) and necessarily r,rS,, + (1 - u) 6,,, = u” 6,,. By 
(5.9) this implies s E S(x). 
The conclusion of this is that SE S(x) and gr 1(x’, sa) zgr 1(x, e). 
Repeating the argument, eventually woe- ‘.rl . . . s, = w0 with si E S(x). 
Hence g E W(x). This also implies x =x’ because one has gr Z(x, e) x 
gr 1(x’, S, . . . scr) and thus 6,, = S:,,,, which guarantees x=x’. Q.E.D 
Proof of (5.1). In one direction this is (5.12) in the other direction 
(5.11). We also use the second statement of (4.5)(d). Q.E.D. 
End of Proof of Theorem (0.3) 
We show now that 1(x, w) is isomorphic to 1(x, 05) if T E W(x). This ends 
the proof of (0.3) together with (5.1). 
For the following lemma, which is a generalization of work of Lepowsky 
[ 121 and is also based on some ideas of Vogan [9], we relax our 
assumption that G, is split. We maintain the notation of Section 3, P, is a 
parabolic subgroup of the reductive group G,, SE S, rr @,, Y,, are all 
related as before. 
(5.13) LEMMA. Ltt 61 E w be a minimal length representative of 
o E W,\ Wm. Assume I(&) = I(G) + 1 and that Z is irreducible. Then there 
is a non-zero map @ 
@: Ind$(Z,,) -+ Indz(Z,,,,) 
with $,(ker @) = 0 = $,(coker(@)). 
Proof Let Sz be the Casimir operator and c the scalar by which it 
operates on our modules. By Lemma (3.2), one knows that (a - c)~ = 0 on 
- @,$, Ind$(Z,). Moreover we have Ind$(Z,) E Ker(O - c). The map @J 
will be obtained (suggestion of D. Vogan) from 
a’: @, Yy, Ind$(Z,,)/Ker(S2 - c) + Ker(B - c), @’ given by (52 - c). 
Note that the left-hand side is a quotient of Ind$(Z,,,) and the right-hand 
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side contains Ind$(Z,,,,S). We will eventually show that the image of @’ lies 
in Indg(Z,,). Before doing this, we show that $, coker 0 = 0 and 
(lid Ker(Q - c)/Indg(Z,,,S) = 0. We start with an irreducible module A with 
$,A # 0 (s 4 r(A )). One has an inclusion and surjection 
Since Q-c does not act by scalars on a,+, A [9] Ker(Q - c) c a,@, A 
is a proper submodule. Using that b(A) is the unique irreducible quotient 
of @,$,A [9], A can only occur once as a composition factor of 
Ker(Q - c). Hence A is a quotient: 
h’: @,$, A/Ker(Q - c) -+ A. 
Moreover Q-c sends h(A), quotient of @,$,A/Ker(Q- c), into the 
submodule a(A) of Ker(f2 - c). This shows that for @,$,A, 
@,(coker(Q - c)) = 0. 
Let {Xi} be the socle liltration of Ind$(Z,). We show by induction that 
@:+I: @,$,(X,+ ~W,ll/,(~,, 1) n KerW - c) + Ker(Q - c) n @z$ct(Xi+ 1) 
has $,(coker 0: + , ) = 0. 
Let Y be the image of 52 - c. If A is irreducible, $, A # 0 and A occurs in 
Then, by induction, A has to occur in 
+ Ker(Q - C) n @,@,(Xi)). 
- - 
This last module is a submodule of Ker(Q - C)/Im(Q - c), where s2-c is 
the operator on @,$,(X, + ,/X,) induced by 52 - c. However, by an - - 
argument a few lines above A cannot occur in Ker(Q - C)/Im(Q - c) since 
$,A # 0. (We apply that argument to A which is a summand of X,, ,/X,.) 
This proves our claim. 
We now show that $,(Ker(Q -c)/Ind$(Z,,V)=O. Again consider the 
socle filtration X,. Then @,$, Ind$(Z,,) -+ Ind$!(Z,,,) induces analogous 
map @,$,(X, + ,/X,) + X, , ,/X,. Let A be an irreducible summand of 
X, + JX, as before with $, A # 0. Using that a( A) is the unique irreducible 
submodule of @,$,A and that Q cannot act by scalars on @,$,A, a(A) is 
contained in the submodule 
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of 4jz+,(Xi+ ,/Xi). The reason is that the alternative to this would be that 
@,$,A be completely contained as subquotient of Ind$(Z,) (recall that 
Indg(Z,,) is the kernel of Ol$lInd$$Z,,) + Indz(Z,)). However 52 does 
not act by scalars on @,$,A. 
Therefore, we conclude that only constituents of U,A may contribute 
to Ker(S;!- c)/Indg(Z,,) (recall that U,A is the cohomology of 
0 --) A -+ @,$,A + A + 0). However, ti,( CJ*A) = 0 [9]. This implies 
$,( Ker(CJ - c)/Ind$(Z,,,,)) = 0. 
We have shown +,(Ind$(Z,,)) = II/.Ker(CJ - c). Since Indg(Z,) is 
contained in Ker(S2 - c) and $, annihilates the cokernel of the inclusion. 
Using the map a,+, Ind$(Z,,,) + Ker(S2 - c) we obtain by adjointness: 
+, W%,,)) - $,Ker(S2 - c). 
I !1,, .) z n “P ,.,., 
The mapf exists because g is invertible. By using adjointness again we 
obtain a commutative diagram 
@,G, W3U - Ker(SZ - c). 
Hence the image of a-c lies in Indz(Z,,,). Since 0,$, Indg(Z,)+ 
Ker(C2 - c) factors through Indz(Z,,) we deduce the map 
0: Ind$!(Z,,) + Indz(Z,,V) 
with I(/,, Ker 0 = 0, II/, coker @ = 0. Q.E.D. 
We now show (under the assumption that G, is split) 
(5.14) LEMMA. With the notation as in the beginning of this section, 
4x, e)- 4x9 s)for TE W(x). 
ProoJ By the exchange condition of the Weyl group and the definition 
of W(x), there is a minimal length expression of T as 
T=T,...T,+,, T,ES(X). By Lemma (5.13), there is a map 
kT,+,-.T,)A k, T,,...T,) 
and $, coker 0 = 0. 
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By induction we may assume Z(x, T, . . . r,) = I( x, e) which implies 
(by definition of W(x) that r,+, is not in the r-invariant of the 
unique irreducible quotient of Z(x, T, . . . r, ). Since $% coker @ = 0 and 
Qk, Tn + I ~**T,)=@~(X,t;-- r,): @ has to be an isomorphism. QED. 
(5.15) LEMMA. For ufl WE W, TE W(x), I(;(, o)~f(~,w~.). 
ProoJ Assume by induction on i(r) that the statement is true if 
/(r)<r. We proceed by induction on t(o) to show that if 6(r)=r, 
Z(x, o)z Z(x, or). We can thus assume that our statement is true if 
&(w)<n+ 1. First notice that if r > 1, by induction one has 
Z()I, w?, .-.r,)zZ(x, CM, . ..T.-,) for T,E S(x) (simple). Therefore we only 
need to treat the case when r = 1, and r is simple. If (I) = s,, , “‘s, is a 
minimal length expression and it is known (by induction) that 
Z(x, s, . ..s.)xZ(~~, s, . ..s. r), there are several cases. The first is the case 
when /(.r, + , +..s,r)=/(s, ..+.r,r)+ 1. By an argument similar to (3.2) 
(except that s,~ + 1 moves the parameter closer to the antidominant cham- 
ber) one has 







O+Z(~,s,*** .s,T) + ~~~~z(X,.S,~..‘.S,?) --+ z(x,.s,+ 1 **+.s,T) * 0 
implying Z(x, s, + , .. .s, ) z Z(x, s, + , . . s, 7). If instead s,, + , decreases the 
length of s, . I . s, t, then as in Lemma (5.13 ) we have maps: 
~z(~,s~“‘s,)~z(~,s,,+,.s ,,..‘. s,). 
We use (3.11) and that +, coker @,=O (apply (3.11) to Z(~,S,,....S,T)) to 
conclude that coker @, = 0. Similarly Ker @, = 0. This implies that #, and 
@, are isomorphisms (since characters agree) ~nishing the proof. Q.E.D. 
(5.16) THEOREM. If G, is R-split, then 1(x, w) zz I(f, w’) if und only f 
x=x’ and w’=wrfor some TE W(x). 
Prooj: By Lemma (5.15), Z(,~,w)xZ(~,wr) for TL:E W(x). By 
Theorem (5.1) if Z(X, w) z Z( x’, 0’) then x’ = x and w’ = WT for some 
5 E W(x). Q.E.D. 
The author has recently observed that the “exhaustion” part of (5.16) 
which was done using graded characters (the only portion of the proof that 
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required geometric considerations can also be proved directly with the 
methods of [9]. The fact that isomorphism classes of the modules IQ, o) 
correspond to graded characters is interesting however since it leads to the 
following: 
A Conjecture on Isomorphism Classes of Principal Series Modules 
From here on G,, is a real connected reductive matrix group (that is, we 
drop the assumption that G, is split). We now give a conjectural set of 
parameters for the isomorphism classes of principal series modules CR. Let 
92; be given by 
9; = { (0, y), o is a K-orbit in .%, “J is a K-equivariant line bundle 
with flat connection on O, and o contains a Bore1 B containing a 
maximally split &stable Cartan subgroup. 
The set 9; corresponds to the principal series modules (induced from a 
minimal parabolic subgroup) in standard position. In geometric terms 
these are perverse sheaves of the form J-!(r) where f: C, -+ W is the inclusion. 
Unfortunately very few principal series modules are captured by SF, so we 
have to define an enlargement of 9; inside a bigger set if we wish to 
capture all the principal series modules. 
Recall that each character x of TX/T: gives rise to a local system 6, on 
the open K-orbit in W. This is because T,fTy 2: K,JKy, K, the isotropy 
group of the open orbit. Let Q!J denote the collection of all elements of the 
form T,‘, .bx~ Z[u, u- ‘1 0X Z[GdK], where y E I%““. Two such elements 
TV-! .6, and T; ‘I .“dX are identified if T,:.‘, .6, = f u’T,-1 .6, for some 
integer r. We let 2; = U,, 397. This is the collection of all graded 
characters of principal series modules as in Section 4. The fact that we do 
not require y to be of minimal length in its class in W,,\ W”’ is of no 
importance since all the elements in one such class give equivalent graded 
characters under the above identification. By the results in Section 4 
(4.5)(d), we obtain a correspondence 
{ isomorphism classes of principal series modules} + a;. 
This correspondence associates to a principal series module its graded 
character viewed as an element of the form 6, in the notation of Section 4. 
We conjecture that this is a bijection. Our Theorem (5.16) or (0.3) states 
that if CR is R-split our conjecture is true. 
Graded Characters and Duality 
Recall the involution of [7] induced by Verdier duality. If ~7 is a graded 
character, say (T =6, the graded character of Ind$(Z,) (notation of 
Section 4) and c is written in the basis of c’,‘s 
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then 
We will show that Do is again a graded character that corresponds to the 
(ordinary) dual of Indg(Z,J. In particular the set 24: turns out to be 
endowed of a set involution induced by D that corresponds to ordinary 
duality. 
(5.17) Notation. We let - denote any notion of duality in X%;. 
obtained by applying first K-finite duality and then twisting by some 
involution to guarantee that the contravariant functor - lands in ~~j., 
and that for A irreducible in JF%~, A’= A. 
With the notation of Section 3, if Z is an (irreducible) relative discrete 
series module for the Levi-factor of P and P denotes the opposite 
parabolic, then 
Indfd(Zr,,,,f- = InGG&,,,,f. (5.18) 
Note that in accordance with the notation in Section 3, Z,,, inside the 
symbol Ind$( . . . ) is such that Ind$(Zt,]) has a unique irreducible sub- 
module. Hence Z,,, means something different on the two sides of (5.18). 
Roughly speaking, Z,,, in Ind$( ... 
Ind$( ‘.. ) is ~-antidominant. 
) is P-antidominant whereas Z,,, in 
One has 
(5.19) LEMMA. With the notation of Section 4, 6fw03 -DC?,,,. Here [wO] 
is the class of the longest element w0 and [e] is the class of the identity in 
wsf \ w”. 
Proof. There are two possible proofs here. One can directly use the fact 
that SrwO, corresponds to some f,(U), f the inclusion of some K-orbit o 
into a, and Y a K-equivariant local system. Similarly 6,,, corresponds to 
J!(Y) and these two are related by Verdier duality. The second approach is 
to note that St,*,, St,, are graded characters of two Harish-Chandra 
modules which are duals of each other under ordinary duality. However 
the co-socle filtration of one coincides with any weight filtration of it, the 
socle filtration of the other coincides with any weight filtration of it, and 
ordinary duality interchanges the socle and the co-socle filtration. This also 
implies that SCtw3 - DS,,,. Q.E.D. 
(5.20) PROPOSITION. With the n[~rarion of Section 4: One has 
D&w,,o, - 44 
for all Q E W. 
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Proof: Assume by induction on b(o) that Da,,, - Bcootu,. We use the 
fact that [7] 
DTd,,,= Cu-‘(T,+ I)-- llWc,,l 
for /(OS) = e(w) + 1. Therefore 
DJ,,,, - T,-‘(~cooo,) - 6,,,,,, 
and this finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
(5.21) COROLLARY. Let 6, O’ be the graded characters of two induced- 
from-discrete-series modules Indg(Z,), Indz(Z,.) such that P’ = P or P and 
Ind$.(Z,.) z Indg(Z,)- then a-Da’. 
Proof This uses (5.20) and (5.18) plus the uniqueness of a graded 
character in (0.2) or (4.5(d)). Q.E.D. 




corresponding to ordinary duality -. 
(5.23) Remark. We have not shown that if Indz.(Z,.) x IndF(Z,)” then 
the corresponding perverse sheaves are duals of each other under Verdier 
duality. This stronger result is true and will be shown in a sequel article. 
The proof of this stronger result is formally similar to (5.20) but requires 
an additional argument to substitute @,$, by a perverse-sheaf analogue. 
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